
THE SITUATION
Dimension Design is an innovative branding partner that produces 
immersive experiences to support the face-to-face marketing 
activities of agencies, exhibit houses, event companies and  
business brands. After 13 years of primarily serving the  
conference exhibits industry, the company wanted to target  
the experiential marketing space, and needed a way to  
announce its foray into this area.

HOW WE HELPED 
Billed as “the ultimate training conference,” the annual Event 
Marketer’s Experiential Marketing Summit offered the perfect 
venue for Dimension Design to introduce its brand to a new  
audience. To maximize the company’s visibility at the event  
and beyond, Gerard: 

• Executed highly targeted preshow outreach via the LinkedIn 
profile of Director of Creative Services Darrin Jackson

• Deployed print and digital ads leading up to the show
• Coordinated a conference session hosted by renowned  

teaming expert Amy Edmondson
• Organized a VIP dinner with Edmondson, Dimension Design’s  

executive team and key players in the experiential marketing 
space

• Promoted Dimension Design’s presence at the show via brand 
social channels on LinkedIn, Twitter and Facebook 
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Gerard promoted  
Dimension Design’s  
presence at the show  
via brand social channels  
on LinkedIn, Twitter  
and Facebook. 



THE OUTCOME
As a direct result of our efforts:

• Jackson secured 100 new LinkedIn connections and numerous 
new business meetings.

• There was great buzz among summit attendees about  
Dimension Design, and the Edmondson session and VIP dinner 
far exceeded attendance goals.

• Dimension Design was able to cement itself as a serious player 
in the experiential marketing space.
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WHAT OUR CLIENTS THINK

Gerard has done so much for me behind the scenes 

to elevate my social media presence. I don’t think I’d 

have a fraction of the opportunities and connections 

without their guidance. They’ve helped me take my 

expertise and present it in a compelling and efficient  

message. Gerard and I have really hit a stride unlike 

anything I had hoped for so quickly. I truly do love 

working with them!”
 
Darrin Jackson 
Director of Creative Services
Dimension Design

Jackson secured100 new 
LinkedIn connections and  
numerous new business  
meetings.


